
Chronobiology of Marine Organisms

Do intertidal organisms simply respond to the rise and fall of tides, or do

they possess biological timing and navigation mechanisms that allow

them to anticipate when conditions are most favourable? How are the

patterns of growth, development and reproduction of some marine

plants and animals related to changes in day length or to phases of the

moon? The author describes how marine organisms, from single cells

to vertebrates, on seashores, in estuaries and in the open ocean, have

evolved inbuilt biological clockwork and synchronization mechanisms

that control rhythmic processes and navigational behaviour, permit-

ting successful exploitation of highly variable and often hostile environ-

ments. Adopting a hypothesis-testing and experimental approach, the

book is intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students of marine

biology, marine ecology, animal behaviour, oceanography and other bio-

logical sciences and also as an introduction for researchers, including

physiologists, biochemists and molecular biologists entering the field of

chronobiology.
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Preface

There is increasing recognition of chronobiology in our under-

standing of the time-base of ecology, behaviour and physiology of plants

and animals. However, much of the scientific effort so far in this field

of study has focussed on daily and seasonal rhythmicity associated with

solar periodicity of the environment. Impressively, this has led to the

concept of heritable circadian biological clocks and a search for their

molecular basis in the genetic makeup of living systems. Partly because

of early and perhaps lingering scepticism, the possibility that some organ-

isms might also innately phase their behaviour to lunar events has lagged

behind as a field of study. Yet, living organisms in many seas and coasts

are repeatedly exposed to lunar cycles, indirectly through oscillations

of ocean tides. Moreover, marine animals and plants have been in exis-

tence for greater lengths of evolutionary time than have the terrestrial

organisms that are often the material for classical studies of circadian

rhythmicity. It is therefore reasonable to consider the extent to which

marine organisms have adapted to tidal oscillations driven by lunar grav-

ity, and also to ask whether lunar and semilunar events exhibited by

such organisms are related to fortnightly variations in tidal height or

even to moonlight cycles directly. Accordingly, alongside the concept

of circadian and circa-annual rhythms in marine organisms, it is neces-

sary to consider the existence of innate biological clocks of circatidal,

circasemilunar and circalunar periodicities.

Against the background of the physical basis of tides, and adopt-

ing a hypothesis-testing and experimental approach, this book explores

the phenomena of biological rhythms and clocks in coastal, estuarine

and open sea organisms in an ecological context. It considers the role

of the diverse physical variables associated with tidal oscillations in syn-

chronizing biological clocks of tide- and moon-related periodicities. It

then assesses the relevance of innate biological timing capability to the
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x Preface

cyclical changes of orientational and navigational behaviour of some

marine animals, which permit them, after wide dispersal, to return to

optimal zones on a seashore or to preferred locations in an estuary or in

the open ocean, ensuring their occurrence in the right place at the right

time. Finally, it outlines aspects of the search for the nature of biolog-

ical clockwork, leading from the techniques of classical endocrinology

to those of modern molecular biology. A fuller understanding of the

molecular nature of circatidal clockwork and its relationship with better

understood circadian molecular clock mechanisms remain challenges

which curiosity–driven science has yet to resolve. It is hoped that this

book will help to stimulate that scientific endeavour.

Several individuals have kindly read and commented on all or parts

of drafts of the book, or have otherwise contributed help and discus-

sion, namely: David Bowers, Ed Hill, Joanna Jones, Bambos Kiriacou,

Irshad Mobarak, Elfed Morgan, Gillian Naylor, Graham Walker, Simon

Webster and David Wilcockson. Many graduate students, post-doctorals

and other collaborators, whose names appear as personal research asso-

ciates in the text and bibliography, have also contributed greatly to

the development of the subject of biorhythms in marine organisms

as presented here, which I hope they recognize. At the Marine Sci-

ence Laboratories, Menai Bridge, David Roberts has given considerable

help in preparing the illustrations in an appropriate format, Graham

Worley and Judy Davies gave excellent computer and secretarial assis-

tance, respectively, and invaluable help was provided by the Woolf-

son Library staff. David Wilcockson generously prepared Figures 10.10

and 10.11 and Stephen Hanbury and John Hughes kindly provided

Plates 9 and 14 respectively. Permission to reproduce the D. P. Wil-

son photograph (Plate 15) from A. C. Hardy (1956), The Open Sea: World

of Plankton, 335 pp., Collins, London was kindly given by Douglas Wil-

son’s daughter Mrs Hester Davenport, and the NASA Earth–Moon pho-

tograph (Plate 1) is reproduced by kind permission of Springer Scien-

tific and Business Media from Head, J. W (2001) Earth, Moon and Planets,

Vol. 85–86, published by Kluwer Academic Publishers. My task has also

been made easier by the Cambridge University Press editorial staff, Martin

Griffiths and colleagues, and their remarkably quick-responding referees

who offered great encouragement and constructive help with the book’s

preparation at an early stage. To all these people I offer my sincere grat-

itude, at the same time accepting personal responsibility for any errors

that may be apparent.

E. N.
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